Improve the diagnosis of atrial hypertrophy with the local discriminative support vector machine.
Computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) approaches succeed in detecting a number of diseases, however, they are not good at addressing atrial hypertrophy disease due to the lack of training data. Support Vector Machine (SVM) is very popular in few CAD solutions to atrial hypertrophy. Yet the performance of SVM is moderate in atrial hypertrophy detection compared to its success in other classification problems. In this paper we propose a novel CAD algorithm, Local Discriminative SVM (LDSVM), to overcome the above-mentioned difficulty. LDSVM consists of a global SVM that is trained on the training data, and a local kNN that is trained based on the information of SVM and query. When a query arrives, SVM gives the initial decision. If the initial decision is less confident, local kNN begins to modify the initial decision. LDSVM improves the accuracy of SVM through some contributions: the risk tube, the discriminant information derived from SVM hyperplane, the new metric and the self-tuning size of neighborhood. Empirical evidence on real medical datasets show high performance of LDSVM over the peers in addressing atrial hypertrophy problems.